ACTIIV

NEW PRODUCT FOCUS!!!
How many of us try to get the full hair coverage by using messy hair fibers?
The problem with most fibers, they tend to shed on your clothes if not sealed or run if you get stuck
in the rain. In my search for a better product, I found DermMatch Topical Shading. I have to say, I
like what I’ve been able to do for myself with ease and my hair looks thicker and has better texture.
DermMatch is available in 8 shades: Silver Grey, Black, Dark Brown, Medium Brown, Light
Brown, Blonde, Red and White. You may custom blend 2 colors together to get the perfect match
to your natural or enhanced hair color.
Regularly $47.00 each Now $35.25

You save $11.75

Shampoo regularly $60, only $45 in December. $15 savings

(Insert for second side of page)

Choose from: Recover formula designed to help thicken hair.
Renew formula designed to grow hair longer and faster while restoring any form of damage
over-processed hair.
Conditioner regularly $30, only $22.50 in December. $7.50 savings
We are always trying to find new and better products to offer, making your life easier while styling
your hair or making you feel more beautiful. Den recently attended the Cleveland Hair Show and
had to bring some of these wonderful products to Hairline I & Nailcrafters! While some people don’t
suffer from hair loss or thinning hair (you lucky dogs), everyone suffers from stem cell inflammation
on occasion. This inflammation is the main cause of thinning hair. By starting a 3-day regimen with
our NEW ACTIIV Hair Science products, you could be on your way to reducing inflammation and
repairing the damage being done to your hair’s stem cell. A healthy stem cell produces the most
optimum hair strand. I couldn’t wait to start my regimen! Did I mention that your shampoo and
conditioner should last 2-3 months because you only use it a maximum of 3 times a week?

